ABSTRACT: An analytical theory for the surface-enhanced Raman optical activity (SEROA) with the magnetic response of the substrate particle has been presented. We have demonstrated that the SEROA signal is proportional to the magnetic polarizability of the substrate particle, which can be significantly enhanced due to the existence of the magnetic response. At the same time, a large circular intensity difference (CID) for the SEROA can also be achieved in the presence of the magnetic response. Taking Si nanoparticles as examples, we have found that the CID enhanced by a Si nanoparticle is 10 times larger than that of Au. Furthermore, when the molecule is located in the hotspot of a Si dimer, CID can be 60 times larger. The phenomena originate from large magnetic fields concentrated near the nanoparticle and boosted magnetic dipole emission of the molecule.
However, the widely use of the ROA technique is hampered by the weakness of signal intensities, which is always 3 orders of magnitude smaller than its parent Raman intensities. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Usually long measuring times and densely concentrated samples are required to guarantee the reliability of the measurement. How to improve the detection efficiency with the ROA technique becomes a key problem in recent years. Many studies focused on the surface enhanced Raman optical activity (SEROA) based on metal surface plasmon resonances. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] This is because the Raman scattering from molecules placed near metal surfaces can be strongly enhanced, giving rise to surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). 31 The typical enhancement factor of the SERS is about 7 10 and can reach 1 4 1 0 under favorable conditions. 31, 32 This large enhancement can be understood to be dominated by electromagnetic mechanism (EM) due to resonances of the incident beam with metal surface plasmon excitations.
The first SEROA theory was purposed by Efrima who showed that in addition to enhancements caused by large evanescent electric fields at the metal surface, electric field gradient also plays a key role in amplifying the ROA signal. 21, 22 Subsequently, Janesko and Scuseria considered the effect of multipole responses of substrates on the SEROA. 23 They found that electric field gradient contributions might be larger for particles with the quadrupolar response. At the same time, the ROA signal is also very sensitive to the orientation of the molecule-substrate. 28, 29 A recent work by Chulhai and Jensen, 28 showed that, for chiral molecules with fixed orientations respecting with the surface of the nanoparticle (NP), the field gradient causes significant change in the SEROA spectrum, which prevents the observation of mirror-imagine SEROA in the real experiment. This problem may be settled by using systems with random molecule-mental orientations. 33 However, according to the previous theory, 25, 28, 29 the SEROA signals from different molecules tend to cancel in an ensemble measurement, and the measured circular intensity difference (CID) is supposed to be much smaller than that of the pure molecule.
Over the past years, it has been long believed that the magnetic component is not expected to make a large contribution to the SEROA. 11, 21, 22 Furthermore it is also difficult to obtain strong magnetic response at visible and near-infrared frequencies because the magnetic susceptibility of all natural materials tails off at microwave frequencies. The magnetic response of the NP is often neglected in most developed SEROA theories.
Nevertheless, recent investigations have shown that the magnetic response at visible frequencies can be achieved by designing metamaterials. For example, specially designed metallic nanostructures, such as Metal−Insulator−Metal (MIM) dimers, 34 plasmonic nanorings or nano cups, can exhibit magnetic dipole responses at the optical frequency. 35, 36 It is interesting that Si NPs have been proved, both theoretically and experimentally, 37, 38 to possess a strong magnetic dipolar response originating from circular displacement currents driven by an incident electric field in the optical frequency. 38 Moreover, recent works have also shown that the magnetic field plays a pivotal role in the probing of the circular dichroism (CD) of chiral molecules. [39] [40] [41] Motivated by above investigations, in this work we discuss the effect of magnetic responses on the SEROA. An analytical theory for the SEROA with the magnetic response of the substrate particle has been presented. We find that the SEROA signal can be significantly enhanced due to the existence of the magnetic response, and a large CID can be achieved. Taking Si NPs as model systems, we have demonstrated that CID for the SEROA can be enhanced by 10 times for a Si NP compared with the corresponding Au NP, and more than 60 times enhancement can be achieved when the molecule is located in the hotspots of a Si dimer. The physical origins for these phenomena have been discussed. We consider a hybrid system consisting of a chiral molecule and a NP as shown in 
II. ANALYTICAL THEORY OF
in the Cartesian coordinate. A  represent elements of dynamic molecular response tensors, which can be calculated by using timedependent perturbation theory and Placzek approximation. 42 For concision, response tensors are written here instead of their derivations with respect to normal coordinates.
Here we presume that the radius s R of the NP is not extremely small ( s R >5nm), so that higher order terms, like the electric quadrupole−quadrupole contribution, can be safely neglected. 28 The subwavelength NP can be modeled as a point, then, the isotropic and frequency-dependent electric and magnetic responses are expressed as
where  is the frequency, is in contrast to previous theories, where only electric dipole and electric quadrupole responses are taken into account. 21, 23, 24, 25, 28 The EM fields at the position of the molecule are strongly mediated by these responses of the NP, which can be written as:
where i a E and i a B represent components of electric and magnetic fields of the incident wave at the origin, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, n is the refraction index of the embedded medium,  is the relative permeability in the medium, and
The induced electric and magnetic dipole moments on the NP can be calculated with 
It's worth to note that, different from previous works, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 28 which are based on quasi-static approximation and fields proportion to 
where abc  is the Levi-Civita tensor, ab  is the Kronecker delta function. Here the expansions of multipoles in eqs 11-13 have been realized with respect to the position of the molecule (origin of the coordinate as shown in Figure 1 ). The third term in eq 12 and last three terms in eq 13 are caused by phase differences between the fields scattered by the molecule and NP multiple moments. They are added to achieve the origin-independence of our theory.
Inserting eqs 4-5 into eqs 11-13 and using the expressions for the multipole radiation Based on the above analysis, we calculate the ROA intensity for the incident circular polarization experimental setup (SEICP-ROA), which is given by 2-5,28
where D denotes whether the incident wave is right (R) or left (L) handed, 
rad t a rad t a rad t a rad t a 
, which are determined by the products of molecular response tensors. Usually in order to guarantee the chiral selectivity of the ROA spectrum,
should vanish in the ROA signal, which can be accomplished by taking orientation averages over directions of incident waves and detectors. 26, 27 Resonant or near resonant molecules with asymmetric   response tensors are exceptions, 45 which are beyond the discussion of our work. Thus,
where
1 , , ,
Here M represents either G  or A  , and the bar above ' I ' indicates that the average is taken over the solid angle of the incident field as denoted by '
, , leading order terms are zero due to the orientation averaging of the incident waves, 23 the product from the multiplication between the leading order term and the second leading order terms become the maximum in these expressions, they are far greater than any other products. Thus, we take these terms and the SEROA scales as The term including m S in eq 19 indicates that the SEROA is strongly enhanced by the magnetic dipole response of the NP. If m S is larger than 1, the SEROA signal is supposed to be much stronger than that enhanced by a traditional plasmonic NP with only the electric dipole response. Our theory, thus, predicts that the ROA signal can be significantly amplified by nano structures with the strong magnetic response, like split ring, nano bowl or Raspberry-like metamolecule. 36, 46, 47 This is one of main contributions of this work.
Here it's worth noting that even though both A  for molecular response tensors are calculated using a development version of Gaussian at the excitation frequency of 510nm. 48, 49 The geometry of methyloxirane is optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pvTV computation level, which has been used by previous works. 50 Using the optimized ground state of the molecule, the response tensors were calculated using the same basis. Throughout the article, these molecular response tensors are evaluated with respect to the coordinate origin. This guarantees that the fields described in eqs 6 and 7 and molecular multipoles are evaluated at a common origin, which is essential in achieving the origin-invariance of the calculated ROA signal. 51 Note the chemical effects of the surface molecule are ignored in our model, 29, 30 because the present work focuses on investigating various EM enhancement mechanisms of the SEROA rather than making quantitative comparison with experiments. In this paper, we limit our concentration on the nonadsorbed situation where the molecule may bind in any orientation with respect to the surface of the NP with the equal probability, and an average over the molecular rotation is performed throughout the text. is enhanced by a factor of 9 at 842cm -1 .
According to eq 19, the SEROA signal is proportional to the m S . Thus, a strong ROA signal can be obtained by setting a larger m S .
In fact, such a phenomenon is the result of combined action of ED and MD. If the NP has only magnetic dipole response and the electric dipole response is set to be zero, the results are described by blue dotted lines ( 
where the parenting Raman signal
This variable characterizes the signal-to-background ratio of the measured system and determines the smallest ROA signal worth pursuing. If the value of SE  is too small, the SEROA signal is very likely to be covered by the noise caused by the experiment setup. It can be seen clearly that a strong resonance peak in the extinction spectrum of the Si NP appears around the wavelength of 549nm, which is in contrast to the case for the Au NP. Such a peak is dominated by the magnetic dipole resonance of the Si NP, which makes it a good candidate for the SEROA according to the discussions in the part II. In order to disclose the phenomenon further, the near-field amplitude maps for Si and Au NPs with shows two-lobe distribution which is a typical character of the electric dipole mode.
Besides, one can observe two circular electric field concentration regions inside the sphere, which signifies that a magnetic dipole along the y direction is induced. Due to the existence of the magnetic dipole resonance, the magnetic field is strongly concentrated inside and near the NP as shown in Figure 3e . According to the theory described in part II, the concentration of both electric and magnetic fields inside the Si NP may lead to a larger
. In contrast, the magnetic dipole excitation for the Au NP at the resonance wavelength of 537.6nm is very weak and the concentration of the magnetic field inside the Au NP is almost zero as shown in Figure 3f , although the electric dipole resonance is very strong as shown in Figure 3d . 
where the contributions of all modes are taken into account. Then
Here   We can also define the difference of the mode averaged circular intensity as
Similar to SE  ,   SE  can also be used to characterize the signal-to-background ratio in the ROA experiment.
The results have been obtained by using an extended Mie scattering theory. 26, 27 The parameters of Si and Au NPs are taken identical with those in Figure 3 . The wavelength dependent molecular response tensors   , ' G  and A  are obtained from B3YLYP/6-31G** calculations at various excitation frequencies (from 450nm to 800nm). 49 identical with the experimental results. 54 In contrast to the deep subwavelength NP discussed in Figure 2 , both electric and magnetic dipole response peaks can be observed in the spectrum of the Si NP. However, the SERS enhancement factor for the Si NP is still about 2 times smaller than that for the Au NP at the magnetic dipole response peak (549nm).
Thus, it can be expected the circular intensity difference for the Si NP will be much larger than that for the Au NP. From Figure 4d , one can find the   SE  for the Si NP is close to that of pure molecule at the wavelength of the magnetic dipole resonance and is 10 times larger than that of the Au NP. In order to make comparison, the radiation patterns for dipoles being put near the surface of the Au NP are also plotted in Figure 6 . Figure 6 is arranged the same to Figure   5 , but the Si NP is substituted by the corresponding Au NP and the wavelength of the dipole radiation is 537.6nm. As can be found from Figures 6b and c, the radiation from the electric dipole parallel with the symmetry axis (Figure 6b for the Si dimer with d=4nm is 4.5 times larger than that with d=8nm.
In fact, the increases of times larger than that of Au dimer at the wavelength of 570nm (peak of SEROA for both Au and Si dimer) as shown in Figure 7l . This means that the signal-to-background ratio for the Si structure is much larger than that of the Au dimer. Thus, it is very advantageous to use the present Si structure to observe the SEROA signal. Recently, some clusters of gold nanospheres, i.e. the dimers/trimers/tetramers, were fabricated successfully by using cysteine chiral molecules as linkers at the hotspots. 59 We expect the present Si clusters with molecules can be fabricated and the phenomena can be observed experimentally in the future.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated analytically and numerically that the SEROA signal of chiral molecules can be strongly enhanced by NPs with the strong magnetic dipole 
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